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Summary

Optimising distribution automation (DA) systems requires integrating DA with attractive and

effective demand side management (DSM) service programs. At the core of optimally integrating

DA with DSM lie interactive business processes between suppliers and their customers. Designing

and managing interactive business processes demands a rich understanding of customer decisions and

actions entailed in them. This paper reports on results from a preliminary study of residential

electricity customers where customer interactive business processes are the focus.

Study results indicate:

• Achieving co-operation of households in energy use and in adopting interactive energy services

requires a sensitivity to individual decision-making styles. For example, Flexible-style persons will

likely require less financial incentive to garner participation than Hierarchic-style persons.

• Individual decision-making styles constitute an effective market segmentation framework for

power suppliers considering the design and introduction of new control systems and interactive

services to the home. Certain style persons are more receptive than others, i.e., indications are

that Systemic-style persons are more receptive than other styles.

• DA/DSM integration should be designed interactively with customers to accommodate decision-

making patterns to use and control electricity in the home. Certain style persons will appreciate

more ”programmed” features while others will likely want flexibility.

• Differences between customer attitudes and customer behaviours can be anticipated and

minimised using research techniques that differentiate ”role” responses from ”operating”

practices. Role responses often do not correspond to operating practices.

The study provides insight into:

• Customer decision processes fundamental to integrating DA/DSM.

• Design and implementation of new interactive business processes in the power industry.

• Design and execution of market research and marketing development programs addressing new

interactive services in the DA/DSM context.



Introduction: DA/DSM and Interactive Business Processes

in the Home

To optimise distributed automation (DA) systems requires that they be incorporated into demand

side management (DSM) service programs. Integrating DA with DSM requires precision in co-

ordinating decision processes with households. DA efficiencies are gained primarily from delivering

the right amount of power, at the right time, to the right place, with minimal over production. The

best technical means for achieving this is via intelligent distribution networks. Decision and control

mechanisms are to be placed as far out in the network as is feasible. In the case of household

electricity consumption, the household serves as the end decision node for control of electricity use.

Thus, household service programs and control systems must interactively accommodate the

manners in which households make decisions regarding electricity use.

The New Business Strategies Group of EnerSearch, AB, and the ISES1 program in Sweden views

the design of interactive services with electrical customers as a key strategy for electricity

providers/distributors to implement DA/DSM and to compete under deregulation. In one project,

reported in this paper, the team is investigating differences among residential segments with respect

to how individuals make decisions, and how these differences can be accommodated in the design of

interactive service offerings which ultimately impact DA/DSM integration.

Achieving Precision in the Design and Management of Customer Interactive Business

Processes in the Power Industry

Customer interactive business processes consist of at least two primary elements – technological and

social. The technologies concerned are interactive systems used in serving and supporting customers.

This includes all network media and systems (e.g., power grids, telephones, billing systems, Internet,

etc.). Social elements can be grouped into decisions and actions taken by customers and suppliers.

These decisions and actions are influenced by many non-technical aspects including:

economic/competitive alternatives available to the customer, efforts to co-ordinate decisions of the

firm with customer decisions and vice versa, service delivery and use practices, communication

practices and modalities between suppliers, customers, and competitors, etc.

                                                       
1 Information Society Energy Systems is an internationally supported research and development program co-ordinated
in Sweden involving European energy producers, distributors, and several universities and communities.



Optimally integrating DA/DSM requires the co-ordination

of technologies, decisions and actions between producers

and users of electricity over time. The greater the degree

of co-ordination attained, the greater the efficiencies

gained. Co-ordinating decisions and actions is an interactive process that requires precision. What

is required to achieve precise, interactive co-ordination of electrical service delivery? Where are the

most gains to be achieved? How do we design interactive services and offers that co-ordinate

electricity delivery with its use in the home, in a precise manner, that captures these gains?

Load management continues to be the strategic focus. Smoothing-out the peaks and valleys in

household electricity demand patterns represents the target for DSM. Heating systems (for homes

heated with electricity) are primary targets for smoothing. Thus, one aspect of our research

investigates differences in household preferences to enter into agreements to co-ordinate household

heating system control and use with a power supplier.

Achieving co-ordination and co-operation agreements with households requires precision in: (1)

communicating benefits of doing so in manners and terms valued by them; (2) designing and offering

services and incentive programs that match their unique preferences; and (3) delivering such services

in a manner that accommodates customer preferences and that changes (interacts) with them over

time.

Our approach to achieving precision in co-operation is guided

by a dynamic decision-making model. Decisions are dynamic

if their consequences extend into the future and the decision

can be changed at a later time. Relationships between power

suppliers and residential customers extend over time. Decisions about which supplier to use, and

under what terms, are increasingly open to re-evaluation under deregulation. Thus, a dynamic model

of decision-making is most appropriate in the design of interactive business processes requiring

precision over time.

Dr. Michael J. Driver and his colleges have over the past 20 years developed a dynamic Decision

Style model particularly suitable for sensing and accommodating differences in decision styles. It is

useful in achieving precision in co-ordinating decisions, in designing information systems, and in

marketing communication efforts. It has been applied to service management (Larsson, Svensson &

Ulvenblad, 1993) as well as personal selling (Perrault & Brousseau, 1989) where it has been found to

Integrating DA with DSM
requires precision in interactively
co-ordinating decision processes
with households.

Decisions are dynamic if their
consequences extend into the
future and the decision can be
changed at a later time.



explain upwards of 70 percent of the variance in sales performance among 26 high-tech sales

representatives (Brousseau, 1987). In the power industry, the model has been used to assess

differences in buyer/seller relationships among industrial customers (Baderschneider, 1996).

We refer interested readers to papers authored by Driver and Larsson in these proceedings and in the

1996 proceedings for richer detail about the model itself. We present a brief review of the model

here as background for understanding the results of the study reported below.

Decision Style Model in Brief

The essential dimensions of the Driver decision style model are easily understood. People vary with

respect to the way we A) gather/use information, and B) process information.

• When gathering information to make a decision we tend to either satisfice or maximise.
Satisficing occurs if we stop searching and using new information as soon as a sufficient solution
or set of solutions is identified. Maximising is when we continue to collect information until no
additional value is obtained from new information.

• When making a decision (processing information), we differ in our tendency to develop either a
single solution or a set of possible solutions. We tend to push to find one solution or we tend to
push to find multiple solutions. We tend to be either unifocused or multifocused.

Combining these two dimensions (information use and “solution“ focus) creates four basic decision

styles -- Decisive, Flexible, Hierarchic, Integrative. The four basic styles are displayed below in

Figure 1. You will notice a fifth decision style in Figure 1 - the Systemic style. Systemic style has

emerged as a unique decision-making style combining aspects of the Integrative and Hierarchic

maximising styles. The systemic style has emerged empirically in research over the past 20 years.

Figure 1: Decision Style Matrix

The dynamics of the model are explained below as we review results of our work. These results

bring practical life into the model shedding light on human decision-making in a real-world context.
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For example, in a study of buyer/seller relationships in the

power industry, Baderschneider (1996) found that similar

seller/buyer decision styles lead to higher evaluations of

service relationships. He also found that such relationships

(naturally) are sensitive to stress brought about in normal business environments, and that similar

styles often manage stress much more positively than dissimilar styles. His results are particularly

interesting given the increased pace (stress) currently developing in the power market as a result of

increased competition. Understanding customer styles can alert one as to how to approach and

maintain positive relationships as stress levels in business change. Further work is being conducting

in this area by the New Business Strategies Group. We now turn to our study of consumers with

respect to decision styles, and how these styles influence relationships with power suppliers.

Method

We utilised focus group studies and survey techniques. We explored issues ranging from sharing

control of electrical appliances and heating with energy suppliers, to interest in new services

including security systems, telecommunication services, energy saving audits, and some

environmental concerns.

We divided a sample of college students into 5 decision style groups reflecting their predominant

decision styles (assessed by a separate and well tested instrument). Each focus group discussed

topics related to electrical use and control in the home. Focus groups activities were later analysed to

develop a pilot consumer questionnaire. We later tested the questionnaire with focus group

participants. Survey results were analysed for patterns within and between decision style groups and

individuals.

We are interested in learning about the relation between decision styles and propensity to enter into

agreements to co-ordinate heating system use and control with power suppliers. Control and co-

ordination of household heating systems involves many aspects for customers. Personal comfort and

economy emerged in the focus groups as two primary aspects. We investigated the stability of

average household temperatures (comfort), with respect to receiving cost rebates (economy), as

these factors relate to individual decision styles. One question asked in our survey and analysed

below is: ”How large of a rebate per month would you require if you were to consider lowering

your average temperature by ___ degrees (centigrade)?”

… ..similar seller/buyer decision
styles lead to better evaluations of
service relationships… ..



Respondents were presented with a monetary scale ranging from 100SEK to 2000SEK plus an

option for ”would not consider lowering my average for any amount of money.” They were asked to

circle the desired monthly rebate. We repeated the question for 1-5 degrees centigrade. Respondents

were asked earlier in the questionnaire for the average temperature in their home and how happy

they are with it. Nearly all (but one) reported being quite comfortable with their average

temperature. We accepted this average temperature as the respondents average temperature set point

(ATSP).

We hypothesised that the general stability of ATSP would differ with respect to ones solution focus.

The more multifocused one is, the more easily it would be for them to consider lowering ones ATSP

in exchange for a rebate. The greater the rebate required to lower ones ATSP the stronger one is

thought to hold to that ATSP, and the more stable it is thought to be.

The stronger the multifocus tendency of an individual, the less

strongly that individual will hold to his/her average temperature

set point. Or, the stronger the unifocus tendency of an individual, the more strongly that individual

will hold to his/her average temperature set point.

Findings

We report two statistical analyses below: (1) average rebates required to reduce ATSPs, and (2)

correlations between decision style scores and amounts of rebates. Statistics are susceptible in this

study to extreme scores as sample sizes for each style group are small.  Statistical significance is low,

on average, due to small sample sizes -- but the results are sufficient for exploratory study, and have

recently been supported by a parallel study in the US.

1.  Average Rebates and Decision Styles

Our first analysis compares average rebates required to reduces ATSPs for different styles. We first

note that differences between role and operating styles2 were observed.

Role Styles

                                                       
2 Decision style theory postulates that we utilise different styles in different contexts. A person’s role style is the style
that he or she uses when wishing to create a favourable impression. It reflects how one believes one should think and
how one wants to be seen by others.  It can be thought of as ones public style. It guides how we behave when we are
aware that others are observing us (and perhaps how we typically answer market surveys). We adopt our role style
when making presentations, meeting new people, or are generally aware that others are observing us and we want to
make a favourable impression.  Operating style, on the other hand, is adopted more naturally when we are less self-
conscious or self-aware and more focused on the task at hand or the decision/choice facing us. It reflects how we tend
to behave when we are simply doing things in whatever manner comes naturally to us, as a matter of habit.

General
 Hypothesis



Our hypothesis was supported for role styles for a 1 degree reduction in ATSP. Unifocus role styles

(decisive and hierarchic) reported higher average rebate requirements than multifocus (flexible and

integrative) role styles (see Diagram 1). However, Flexibles exhibited less willingness to compromise

for greater reductions, which could be expected. Those who want to appear flexible may make an

initial compromise more easily than other styles, but to continue to compromise (agree to lower

ATSPs) is the equivalent of giving-up flexibility.

D i a g r a m  1 :  A v g .  R e b a t e  R e q u i r e d  t o  R e d u c e  A T S P  
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The other multifocus style, Integratives, reported consistently lower rebates required than unifocus

styles – up to 4 degrees – consistent with our hypothesis.

Operating Styles

Average rebates required for operating styles to reduce ATSP provided partial support for our

hypothesis (see Diagram 2). Flexible operating individuals again reported the lowest average rebates

required to lower ATSP for 1 and 2 degree reductions.  Systemics (a maximising, multifocused style

that shifts to a unifocus-type prioritising behaviour after considerable contemplation) reported the

next lowest average rebate requirement for a 1 degree reduction in ATSP. For 2 - 5 degree

reductions, Systemics jumped to the second highest average rebate. This reflects the Systemic’s

shifts from multifocusing solution generation to unifocusing prioritising of them.



Diagram 2: Avg. Rebate Required to Reduce ATSP 
Operating Style
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Integratives (a multifocus style) required more rebate for 1 - 3 degree reductions in ATSP than

Decisives (a unifocus style), counter to our hypothesis. Decisives held relatively constant (up to 4

degrees) to their decision with respect to requiring lesser rebates. Decisive individuals are more likely

to stick with a decision, once made. We speculate below that the decision to reduce ATSP for

Decisives was not necessarily tightly coupled to the rebate. We suspect that this influenced why

Decisives accepted lower rebates than mutlifocused integratives to lower ATSP.

2. Correlation Results: Decision Style Scores and Rebates Required to Lower ATSP

We also correlated raw decision style scores with rebates required to consider lowering ones ATSP

by 1 - 5 degrees centigrade. These correlations reflect the degree to which the importance of the

rebate varies with the strength of style scores in general, and the nature of that variation (positive

or negative). Table 1 in the Appendix presents the correlation matrix for style scores and rebates

required for 1 - 5 degree reductions in ATSP. Table 2 presents average rebates for 1 - 5 degree

ATSP reductions.  The following is a summary of correlations and directions.

Flexible Score Correlation

Role          ( + )   The greater the Role score, the greater importance the rebate held in considering reduction of ATSP.

Operating  ( - )   The greater the Operating score, the lesser importance the rebate held in considering a reduction

  of  ATSP.



Integrative Score Correlation

Role          ( +/- ) Correlations switch from positive to negative between 1 and 3 degrees.

Operating  ( - )   The greater the Operating score, the lesser importance the rebate held in considering a reduction

  of  ATSP.

Decisive Score Correlation

Role          ( - )   The greater the Role score, the lesser importance the rebate held in considering reduction of ATSP.

Operating ( + )   The greater the Operating score, the greater importance the rebate held in considering a

   reduction of  ATSP.

Hierarchic Score Correlation

Role          ( - )   The greater the Role score, the lesser importance the rebate held in considering reduction of  ATSP.

Operating  ( + )   The greater the Operating score, the greater importance the rebate held in considering a

  reduction of  ATSP.

Systemic Score Correlation     (There is no systemic role style postulated in decision style theory.)

 Operating  ( - )   The greater the Systemic score, the lesser importance the rebate held in considering a reduction

  of ATSP.

Operating style correlations support our hypothesis while role style results tend not to. Role style

correlations with the importance of rebates required to lower ones ATSP are opposite to those of

operating style correlations. Differences between role and operating scores indicate that we have

likely differentiated between (1) ”reported attitudes” and (2) ”likely behaviours” in our investigation.

Such differentiation is very useful in interactive service design and marketing efforts.

We also examined differences between multifocused role and operating correlations with rebates and

unifocus role and operating correlations with rebates.

Multifocus role scores were more positively related with

incentives to reduce ones average set point, while multifocus

operating scores were negatively related with incentives to

lower set points (supporting our hypothesis).

Flexible Scores

• For individuals with strong flexible scores, freedom of choice and flexibility are highly valued.

Role style scores indicate how one believes one should think and how one wants to be seen by

others in a given context. Thus, the flexible role style score indicates a degree to which one

believes that appearing flexible is expected of them.

 
Thus, asking one if he/she would consider reducing his/her ATSP is analogous to asking one to

be flexible for a 1 degree reduction in ATSP. However, for a 2 degree reduction (or more) it

M u lt i focu s
C o r r e l a t i o n s



might be analogous to asking them to actually give-up freedom of choice. The stronger the

flexible role style score, the greater the likelihood to make an initial smaller compromise, and the

greater the likelihood one should demand compensation for larger compromises. Results support

this. Flexible role style scores are positively correlated with amounts of rebates, but Flexibles

required the least amount of rebates to lower ATSP 1 degree.

• Operating style scores represent more of how one is likely to behave or operate. Flexible

individuals are more likely to change, and are more likely to alter habits when given a choice than

other styles. We could expect that the stronger the flexible operating style score, the less it takes

to encourage a change in behaviour.

Correspondingly, we could expect flexible operating style to indicate, compared with other style

scores, lesser importance given to rebates required to lower ATSP. Flexible operating scores

should be negatively correlated to the amount of rebates required to induce changes in ATSP. Our

results show exactly this up to 3 degree reductions in ATSP.

 
Integrative Scores

• Integrative style is to seek/use maximum information and to generate multiple solutions. For one

who believes that integrative behaviours are expected of him/her (role style) we could anticipate a

reported willingness to consider most any information suggested to be relevant. There is a

paradox here, however. Any one particular piece of information should not be weighted so heavily

as to rule out other information. The correlation between integrative role style strength and any

one piece of information is not likely to be reported to be overly strong.

 

 Correspondingly, persons with strong integrative role style how much rebate it would take to

reduce ones ATSP, is analogous to asking them to consider price in their ATSP decision. We

could that price information influences the decision, but not overly so. Our results support this.

Integrative role style scores are positively associated with rebate scores for minor set point

change (they will consider rebates) but negatively associated with greater set point change (but

not overly so).

 

• Operating integrative-style scores indicate the likelihood to include multiple factors and possible

outcomes in making decisions. We expect integrative operating styles to place less weight on any

one piece of information in making a decision. The stronger the integrative tendency, the less the

likelihood of considering any one factor as being critical to a final decision.



 

 Correspondingly the stronger the integrative operating style score, the greater the tendency to

consider several factors associated with ones ATSP. The importance of any one factor (i.e.,

cost/rebates) should decrease as integrative operating style score increases. We observed a

negative correlation between integrative operating style scores and amount of rebate required --

consistent with the decision style logic.

Unifocus role scores were negatively related to incentives to

reduce ones average set point, while unifocus operating

scores were positively related with incentives to lower set

points (supporting our hypothesis).

Decisive Scores

• Decisive characteristics are to focus and hold to a decision based on clear understandable results

associated with making the decision. One who believes projecting a decisive role style image is

positive will likely be quick to appear determined to take (or hold) to an action. The stronger the

decisive role style, the greater one might expect the reported incentive required to change a

decision.

 

 Counter to our initial expectation, the correlation between decisive role style score and the

amount of rebate required to lower a Decisive’s ATSP was negative. This result highlights the

importance of understanding the influence of context on role style behaviours. Context influences

a respondent’s interpretation of decisions/choices confronting him/her. Understanding ones role

style can help clarify the nature of such contextual influence.  For example, Persons with stronger

Decisive role styles who report that they are willing  to lower their ATSP, stick to this decision.

The willingness to take action is the critical issue. Once the decision was made affirmatively, by a

strongly decisive role style individual, it would appear to be adhered to irrespective - or in spite

of - the rebate consideration.3

 
• In practice (operating style) we find also that the stronger the decisive operating behaviour, the

more difficult it is to induce them to overturn a previous decision. This is likely for two reasons.

First, Decisives do not tend to maximise information search. Second, we have to persuade the

Decisive to re-think a previous decision (shift focus from an existing solution to a possible other

solution).

                                                       
3 It is possible that the context introduced a bias toward a ”are- you-willing-to-consider-lowering-the-average-set-point
-in your-home-or-not” interpretation of our question.

Unifocus
Correlations



 

 Thus for a decisive person in practice (operating style) to reduce his/her set point (change a

previous decision), will require establishing a clear, easily understood and checked, relatively

immediate relationship between the new decision (reduced set point) and a valued result (rebate).

The stronger the decisive behavioural tendency, the greater we can expect the rebate to

 be required for the two reasons stated above. Our results support this. The greater the decisive

operating style score, the greater the rebate demanded in exchange for lowering ATSP.

Hierarchic Scores

• Hierarchic role style individuals provided the weakest correlation among style scores and rebates

required. However, high Hierarchic role style persons required greater rebates to reduce ATSPs

(as expected). Their correlational patterns were quite similar to decisive scores (as expected).

High hierarchic role style indicates that one believes that at least two things are expected of them:

1) one should exhibit maximum information use when making a decision, and that 2) there is

likely to be ”a right or best solution” to be chosen. If such a ”right” solution is not obvious we

could expect a weaker tendency to report that the criteria/choices presented are increasingly

important or important at all. Our results support this. The greater the hierarchic role style score,

the weaker the correlation with the amount of rebate required, though this relationship is weak.

The weak relationship indicates that cost is not necessarily ”the critical” criterion in the decision

to lower ones average set point for hierarchic-style persons.

 

• Operating style hierarchic tendencies in this study exhibit a positive relationship between the

rebate required and the strength of the hierarchic operating style score but it, too, is weak

compared with other styles -- suggesting that price may not be the critical criterion for the

decision. To raise the rebate to a ”critical level” in the eyes of a hierarchic is likely to require

considerable rebates.

 

 Previous research indicates that quality in many instances takes priority over cost for hierarchic

style individuals. Hierarchic style correlations with rebates required to lower ATSP supports the

impression that price, although important, is less of an issue for strong hierarchic-style persons. As

we saw earlier, to focus a hierarchic style individual on price ”as the critical variable” will

require considerable rebates, more than other styles, on average. Emphasising other features

might be more advisable.



Systemic Operating Scores4

Systemic style characteristics are to seek maximum information, identify multiple solutions, and

prioritise among them. It is somewhat of a blend of multifocus/unifocus behaviours. The greater the

systemic tendency, the greater the tendency to consider multiple factors and relationships among

them, in order to generate alternative solutions and to rank order them. Thus, the stronger the

systemic tendency, the greater the likelihood that factors will be considered for their interrelation,

and that outcomes will be weighted from best to least best.  In the case of the relationship between

of systemic scores and rebates required, we find a negative correlation. This indicates that the

stronger the systemic tendency, the less rebates are considered to be a critical factor for reducing set

points. Or in another perspective, to raise the rebate to the level of ”the most critical factor” will

require considerable rebates, as with Hierarchics.

Conclusion

We argued that optimal integration of DA with DSM involves the co-ordination of decisions and

actions between suppliers and household users of electricity. Co-ordination in a commercial context

involves interactive business processes. Our study suggests that the propensity to participate in co-

operative or co-ordinated efforts to manage household energy usage and control may be achieved via

rebate programs, but that such propensities are influenced by a customer’s decision style. DA/DSM

optimisation will ultimately require precision in marketing interactive service packages for

customers, particularly since some services are intended to better co-ordinate power supplier

decisions and actions with those of its customers. Such precision will be achieved through

understanding the interaction between:

• Customer decision styles and their respective perception of rebate programs, service complexity,

tendency to change/not change over time, etc.

• Reported attitudes/tendencies/intentions toward such programs and services (e.g., role style

responses) and expected behavioural patterns over time (e.g., operating styles).

 
Our results also suggest that service offerings and incentives themselves should be designed to

accommodate different decision styles. Marketing efforts for information-based interactive services

will likely benefit from understanding the type of information and the modes of communication

desired and used by different style persons.

We conclude that interactive service development, marketing, and market research in the power

industry could likely improve in attracting new customers and retaining existing ones by adopting a

                                                       
4 Note that there is no Systemic role style accounted for in the decision model used.



higher precision approach. Such precision is greatly enhanced by knowing and accommodating

customer decision styles.Our results also appear relevant to most interactive services, not just ones

reported here.

It also remains to be seen if power companies can, indeed, establish the other requisite requirements

to facilitate co-operative agreements, like trust, responsiveness, service flexibility, etc. We suggest,

however, that establishing these requirements may also be supported by higher precision-based

market development efforts guided by a dynamic decision-making model as presented here.

APPENDIX

Table 1: Average Temperature Set Point Reduction / Decision Style Correlation
Matrix

Decision Style Scores
ATSP

REDUCED
BY

Decisive
Role

Decisive
Operating

Flexible
Role

Flexible
Operating

Hierarchic
Role

Hierarchic
Operating

Integrative
Role

Integrative
Operating

Systemic
Operating

1 Degree -0,04 0,26* 0,20 -0,27* -0,07 0,10 0,16 -0,36** -0,28**
2 Degrees -0,18 0,14 0,28** -0,14 -0,03 0,15 0,01 -0,23* -0,18
3 Degrees -0,09 0,13 0,19 0,03 -0,04 0,07 -0,15 -0,23* -0,19
4 Degrees -0,12 0,24* 0,15 0,02 -0,06 -0,06 -0,06 -0,28** -0,17
5 Degrees -0,15 0,11 0,13 -0,00 0,06 0,00 0,02 -0,09 0,02

Spearman's rho Correlation Coefficient
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the .10 level (1-tailed).

Table 2: Monthly Rebate Required to Lower Average Temperature Set Points

40 100 max 350 414
40 150 max 707 642
40 100 max 1164 789
40 400 max 1759 812
40 300 max 2012 748

Discount_1deg
Discount_2deg
Discount_3deg
Discount_4deg
Discount_5deg

Count

Minimum
Monthly

SEK

Maximum
Monthly

SEK

Mean*
Monthly

SEK
Std

Deviation

       *Means calculated with 2500 SEK = Maximum Rebate.
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